
Massive German document release sheds still…
EUGYPPIUS MAR 24 349 58

Last week, the Robert Koch Institut (the German CDC) released over 2,500 pages documenting the meetings of
the “Covid Crisis Team” between January 2020 and April 2021. They did so in response to long-running litigation
by journalists at Multipolar.
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Dr. K Mar 24 · edited Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Eugyppius, Fascinating, and I am sure we would see the same in the similar US release if all 148 pages

had not been fully redacted. (Yes, 148 pages of blocked text was their FOIA response.)

But one has to hope that SOMETHING captures the attention of the masses -- people generally know

they've been had. Perhaps Kate's turbo-cancer at a young age or the epidemic of Sudden Adult Death

Syndrome (I have been practicing for decades and never saw a single case of this until the spikeshots)

will eventually catch their attention. Then materials like this do help to add fuel to the fire.

Those of us following you since the beginning are far better informed than almost anyone else. Personally,

I hope it is just a bad day and you have not completely given up the ship. Although I could understand why

if you have.

LIKED (86) REPLY (8) SHARE

Tardigrade Mar 24 · edited Mar 24

Unfortunately it's a positive feedback loop between censorship and Covid narrative. The censorship

apparatus keeps the average citizen believing the Covid narrative, and believing the Covid lies are

nutty-conspiracy-theory keeps the average citizen supportive of censorship.

I see this with my friends all the time. Because they only listen to NPR and MSNBC, they treat me as a

nut on Covid, and become ever more resistant to even acknowledging other sources of information.

Which includes supporting government censorship activities.

LIKED (63) REPLY (9) SHARE

Paul Ashley Mar 24

Those who obeyed the diktat to not do their own research, or were never inclined to do it in the

first place, are still ... not doing their own research.

LIKED (29) REPLY (1) SHARE

Danno Mar 25

Don't you know that doing your own research marks you as an enemy of the state?

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

OHSL Mar 24

One of the things that really cemented the Invasion Of The Bodysnatchers vibe when I went

back to work after the 3 month shutdown was the complete capture of everyone I worked with. I

was trying to reason with the guy whom I considered the smartest at my entire workplace. I

offered to show him some data and charts to support what I was saying... he said no with

extreme vehemence. He refused to even see or consider one bit of it, even if I curated it for him.

This is a guy who was going to school on the side for data analysis...
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TRM Dead Pool Mar 24

The Donald Sutherland version is a total classic. I got the same vibe. To this day I view

anyone who took the shots as someone who's judgment can't be trusted. I feel so alien in

my own species LOL. I can only relate to those who said no and stood their ground. Around

here that's about 10%.

LIKED (13) REPLY (2) SHARE

OHSL Mar 25 · edited Mar 25

The only person I know IRL who said no was my step-uncle, a Hungarian conspiracy

enjoying immigrant. We even went along with most of the masking to keep our jobs

and avoid confrontations in stores. We hated everyone we knew after covid, and the

entire county/state, so we moved to South Dakota.

As for Invasion, it was nearly literal for me. First day back at work, I was in the

breakroom, by myself, with the door open, not wearing my mask - which wasn't even

officially required yet. A guy in the adjoining grocery store-sized warehouse room who

was about 20 ft from the door screamed "He's not wearing a mask!" while pointing at

me, just like D Sutherland in the movie. He ran to the door and slammed it on me...

The next day I visited someone I thought was my friend and told him the story so we

could commiserate... He shook his head with a smug look on his face and said "Yep.

People who don't wear masks are assholes."
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Cathleen Manny Mar 26

The plan to divide and conquer has been a big success. Tragically.
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Ivan Kaltman Mar 25

I took the initial shots. I was wrong to trust my federal health care agencies. I am far

more skeptical of them now.
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TRM Dead Pool Mar 25

I'm glad you didn't take the booster. That's where the IgG3/4 switch takes place

and then you are bringing a knife to a gun fight.

Are you doing any of the flccc.net "I-Recover: Post Vaccine Treatment" or any

other post vaccine protocols?
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Ivan Kaltman Mar 26

I am not familiar with post vaccine protocols. I did, however, stop taking the

flu shot.

LIKED (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

OHSL Mar 27 · edited Mar 27

Not sure how many more vaccines I'll be taking. Definitely no flu shots.

Mayber tetanus, since I work construction. Luckily none of the others

are anywhere near as harmful than mRNA tech.

I believed the authorities on vaccines prior to covid. I even hurried to

squeeze in my 2 shingles vaccine doses before covid hit, because I

knew the health care system would be F-ed for a long time once it got

here.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 24

It is definitely "Invasion of the Bodysnatchers" vibes.

Because of the moral overtones of the vaccine and other aspects to the pandemic

response, anyone who did not adhere is considered to be a bad person. And woe be unto

you for dissenting. I don't push it with friends or family.
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OHSL Mar 25

Quote from post above in case you don't see it:

As for Invasion, it was nearly literal for me. First day back at work, I was in the

breakroom, by myself, with the door open, not wearing my mask - which wasn't even

officially required yet. A guy in the adjoining grocery store-sized warehouse room who

was about 20 ft from the door screamed "He's not wearing a mask!" while pointing at

me, just like D Sutherland in the movie. He ran to the door and slammed it on me...

The next day I visited someone I thought was my friend and told him the story so we

could commiserate... He shook his head with a smug look on his face and said "Yep.

People who don't wear masks are assholes."
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 25 · edited Mar 26

Sorry to hear your story. Mine is more baffling than anything.

When things began to reopen I was part of a writer's group that met every

second and fourth Thursday of each month. We met and ate at a cafeteria here in

Georgia. The mask mandates here were fast and loose here. Mom and Pop

businesses were hit and miss in terms of masking. Most did not require it. but the

main clientele of the cafeteria were older people. Anyhow the first few times after

reopening, no masks were required. some people wore them, others did not. But

the pressure was definitely towards masking. I think the employees were all

wearing them which didn't make sense to me. So the employees are infectious,

but the customers aren't? Or the customers are all infected and the employees

because they were essential had to be protected?

One day I came to the door and the chalkboard outside the place said "Masks

required while standing in line for food." I guess the virus knows if you are in line

with strangers vs. sitting and eating with friends? I decided I was going to the

writer's group without eating. And I was in the backroom of the cafeteria feeling

hungry and angry. Their fried pork chops were legendary.

An employee was spraying down and wiping the tables before our meeting and a

friend writer walked in...who was older and, before this moment, thought of him

as a conservative. He was wearing a green cotton custom mask, and carrying in

his food. I asked the employee and him who also just walked in "I don't have a

mask, so should I just leave?"

The employee's and friend's response was surreal. They offered me their masks.

I clarified, "I don't have a mask because I am not going to wear a mask."

The employee, who looked at me as if I'd grown a extra orifice with diseased

saliva dripping out of it asked "Why?"

So I have him a list of reasons why I wouldn't wear the mask. I already had Covid.

Masks don't work. The virus is airborne. And it is far less dangerous that they say

it was. The employee said I could stay, but I think standing in line would not be

allowed.

Sitting there, watching my friend eat, I figured my way around it then. Since

reopening, the cafeteria had a drive up service for those who were insecure

about enclosed rooms. So, I got in my car, got in line. Ordered my food. Received

it. Parked the car, And walked into the dining area with the food.

This went on for about a month and a half. And I think the management got wise

to those of us doing this and so made the rule that if you are walking around in

the restaurant you had to mask, but sitting and eating was permitted. It is a

surreal sight to see. Signage stating "mask required on entry" and then you see a

restaurant full of people eating unmasked.

I turned around and left.
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OHSL Mar 25 · edited Mar 25

I wish I had defied mask mandates more. Everyone was so terrified at my

job, I would have been fired. I tried to get an exemption from my doctor

because I have nasal swelling and I was getting dizzy during the aerobic

portions of my job. She dismissively told me to try a different mask or go to

an ENT for stronger drugs. If I had gotten an exemption, I'm sure they would

have banned me from common areas of the job, maybe even suspended me

with pay until they could figure out the legalities of firing me. I ended up

using porous summer neck gaiters which got everyone off my back.

We also wore them in stores most of the time because we didn't want to

deal with arguments/confrontations, which would probably usually involve

abusing low paid store employees. What floored us is we could barely find a

single IRL friend or acquaintance who even secretly/quietly objected.

Everyone was into it. That's why we moved from a deep blue metro area to

the reddest, least covid tyrannized part of the US we could find. Ultimately,

the reason we kept complying as much as we did, after the initial shock

period, was to save up money and plan our escape.
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 25

You moved to Florida?
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OHSL Mar 25

South Dakota. Florida was all-in on covid tyranny for a couple

months at the beginning. I half-suspect the reason DeSantis flip-

flopped was just that he opportunistically spotted a political

niche. It's turning redder, but FL is purple. Also, way WAY too

much population density for us. We now live 300+ miles from the

nearest big blue city.

South Dakota never locked down. Rapid City tried a mask

mandate at one point, but there were so many arguments over it,

including brandishing of firearms, that they gave it up within a

couple of weeks.
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 25

Aren't you guys all dead because of the super spreader

event biker rally?
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OHSL Mar 25

Dumbest thing about that talking point: vast majority of

the people who go to the rally are from outside SD. Duh.
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SloopJB Sloop’s Substack Mar 25

Invasion of the Body Snatchers 1978 --- I have never seen this movie. I will

watch it today. Though might have to finish on the weekend. Thanks. I bet there

is a lot of the C19 panic in it.
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Ivan Kaltman Mar 25

Try to debate climate science with such individuals, you will get the same results. You

cannot dislodge a BELIEF, no matter how much evidence you present.
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Tardigrade Mar 25

You can't argue about religion.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24

At this point Tardigrade in my own small circle I'm aware of 4 deaths -- 5 counting my ex-

landlady's cat Mischief; poor creature had to be put down due to an inoperable tumor in the

artery feeding his legs -- and about a dozen permanent, debilitating injuries. My 27-year-old

step-daughter for example can't go outside, the wind against the eczema on her face hurts too

much, the eczema on her hands is such she can't do any kind of house work. I tried to warn her,

but she wouldn't listen: 4 doses of the Lethal Injection and counting... 

🙄💩

https://gab.com/GrrrGraphics/posts/109626433487928089
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Paul Ashley Mar 24

While I stopped attending my non-denominational men's Bible study group due to their full

COVID buy-in, I still get their email updates about prayer needs and, though I suppose this

could be due to many being older now, but I notice a LOT more severe illness being

reported, especially cancer.
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pyrrhus pyrrhus’s Newsletter Mar 24

I have a friend who had long been a member of a women's group doing yoga and

socializing..They shunned her for refusing the clot-shot (partly due to my advice), and

she indignantly quit...She has no use for any of them now...
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Paul Ashley Mar 24

When a leader of the Bible study finally contacted me about why I wasn't

attending after they decided to start meeting in person again (though still

masked), upon hearing that I'd not taken the jab, he said the other members

would be "uncomfortable" with that. I know of only one other group member a

man, in his nineties, who didn't buy into the scam. These men were by and large

businessmen, very decent and devout Christians, and I was sorely disappointed

to see their response.
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Ryan Gardner Mar 24

2 Timothy 1:7

Sorry they weren't very good Christians.

LIKE (6) REPLY (2) SHARE

TRM Dead Pool Mar 24

Hey the pope is okay with aborted fetal cells in the vaccines now so

why not? LOL. Politicians, media & medicine (99+%), unions (95+%)

and religions (90+%) all went along with it.

Our species is very weak and easily manipulated:

https://i.postimg.cc/KzpyfJDm/VENN-3-Asch-Milgram-Stanford-

Full.png
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Thunder Road Mar 24

Maybe they were truly scared.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ryan Gardner Mar 24

That's fine. But some self reflection would benefit them and

society.
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 24

Why were they uncomfortable? The vaccine did not stop infection or

transmission. They were uncomfortable with your gamble to accept the

possibility of "severe disease?"
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Paul Ashley Mar 25

Most likely they did no independent research and blindly accepted

what they were fed by the "experts". To this fay i doubt they

understand what transpired. How they became successful

businessmen with those tendencies baffles me.
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 25

Part of being a successful businessman I imagine is the ability to

delegate and to trust in the advice of others. We all only have so

many hours in a day. I have used this same reasoning towards my

brother who has been on me to find better employment. He said

to me that if it came to getting the vaccine to ensure employment,

that I should take the vaccine.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24 · edited Mar 24

If it's of any comfort to you; looking at eugyppius' article I was moved to ask my wife

for the millionth time... "How is it that you and I could see the nakedly obvious, but

99% of humanity could not?" Medea told me she didn't really know, but that I was

more aware than she was beyond her seeing on her own a number of Red Flags... and

adding she stopped paying attention to the mainstream media in 2016.. Meanwhile I

stopped paying attention to them in 1994 after reading "High Treason: The

Assassination of JFK and the Case for Conspiracy": That book was shattering... 

🤔

LIKE (13) REPLY SHARE

Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24

For your listening pleasure: An update of the old Simon and Garfunkle standard: "The

Sound of Sirens" - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gw6FKtNmycQ

Speaking of which, the sound of sirens where I live are becoming almost constant...

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

JollyLittlePerson Mar 24

Thank you for sharing that song, Capt. the song packs a powerful (and

infuriating) punch.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Rosemary B Rosemary’s Substack Mar 24

oh so sad about your daughter.

Both of My offspring are off and married being mothers and compliant shotters as well. I do

not argue and we just do not talk about it. My sister used to work at NIH Bethesda and she

has been fully shotted because she decided to "join a study" and she has had so many

illnesses. She is always sick or crumbling

LIKE (9) REPLY (2) SHARE

Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 24

I have a cousin that told me she has gotten the boosters. She is one of the few that

talks about it openly. She also tells me that she is often sick, or tired, or both.
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Barekicks Mar 25 · edited Mar 25

The professional classes of Bethesda and the DC Metro Area more generally are

probably 99.9% true believers. I spent time there in my youth as my father was posted

there for work and wow, it is the definition of elitist bubble.

The friends I keep in touch with from that era went all-in on the covid narrative. One of

them -- an ob-gyn no less -- was a huge vaccine evangelist and Fauci stan who

wouldn't shut up about it on Facebook. We last spoke in February 2021 and the

conversation culminated in her calling me a Trumper and saying she couldn't believe I

was complaining about lockdown here in the UK (where I live) when "millions are

dying".
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Rosemary B Rosemary’s Substack Mar 25

yes, hubbs and I have received the same despicable babble from the vaccine

evangelists, and "obedients"

We do not talk much. Honestly, we do not bring it up with many people because

you would be surprised how many believe all of his crap
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 25

I bet I wouldn't... 

😘🙄💩
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Tamenund Mar 24

Forget the eczema; with that number of shots, she should be worried about cancer.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24 · edited Mar 24

Oh, it's not just the eczema my dear fellow -- which is even on her eyelids -- There

was also the sudden personality change, she suddenly became quite hostile towards

me and paranoid, accused me to her mother of poisoning her pet rats while they were

in my care -- I'd never intentionally harm an animal, and I've only ever been kind to her

-- and her menstrual cycle has become more like a hemorrhage, her Mom is ordering

special pads from the UK for her, anything like them are not available in North

America...

And yes, I'm expecting a turbo cancer to develop... 

😱
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Sue Don Nim Mar 24

The personality change and hostility are quite likely the result of her knowing that

she screwed herself by vaxxing but she's too proud to admit she's wrong.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24

This is not going to go well for humanity, Sue...

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tamenund Mar 24

This is a punishment on par with almost anything found in the Bible.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24

Possibly. The personality change happened almost immediately after the

first injection... 

🤔
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Tamenund Mar 24

I am truly sorry to hear this.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24

All of my wife's children (now adults in their late 20s early 30s) have taken

at least 3 doses of The Lethal Injection.. while Catherine is hands down the

worst off, I think of David and Darya, now the parents of an 18 month old

little girl.. so far they seem okay.. But Medea has said several times "I don't

expect my children to survive me"...

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tamenund Mar 24

That's a pretty sobering comment.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24

Isn't it just... 

😦
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INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

I also hear from my family in Belgium, that censorship there is very high. Far as I know, there is

not once source in Belgium, and only one or 2 in the Netherlands (I got Frontnieuws) who are

telling the truth, albeit in a kind of fear-mongering voice. None of them has heard of any deaths

by jab.

LIKE (12) REPLY (3) SHARE

Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 24

Well, they believe that it is "death by Long Covid." If you go on Twitter, those that speak of

all the problems due to Long Covid fail to mention their vaccination status. They will

constantly argue.."Long Covid existed before the vaccine." I agree, and not only that but it

also existed before Covid.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Yukon Dave Mar 24

Of course since we all know they conducted long term large cohort randomized controlled

trials since this was so important right? So if you don’t conduct a trial then did anyone die

from the injections. If a tree fell in the forest and no one was watching….
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TRM Dead Pool Mar 25

To communicate safely and securely we will have to use a peer to peer system like

qortal.org as anything going through big tech systems will be compromised.
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Blair Darkness to Light Mar 24

Ironically or unironically, they cheer for their own enslavement.
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Ann Glover Mar 24

My bevy of personal censors moved on a long time ago. Covid is only acknowledged about as

much as the average person acknowledges that someone has farted. They all pretend it never

happened. No. Instead, they have found fresh vistas in which to villify and condemn my ever-

growing scepticism of all fear-mongering narratives. And I'm happy to provide them with

endless material - just because I'm bloody-minded and now consider it a grim game. Climate

denial is now my chosen conspiracy, with a touch of Covid chucked in whenever the chance

lends itself. The nihilists have really stolen a march on us there, and not to be firmly headed off

their humanity-hating cliff. They have tried to poison the minds and hopes of my children - they

have to be eliminated. This is like a giant game of Go - or as I like to think of it, more like "Go fxxx

yourself".
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Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss Mar 24

You sound like wife material, Ann. Keep fighting!
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Ann Glover Mar 25

Oh, you can count on it, Spaceman. It has put me at loggerheads with my entire family.

It resulted in one forced jab because of fear of losing everything - job, marriage,

children - until I found the rage and strength to start resisting. Not them - but the

nascent totalitarianism that is coming down the line. They don't realise that mom is

right yet. They will. Love will triumph over lies. It has to.
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OHSL Mar 27

Agree about climate change. It's primarily a grift to fleece ordinary people by pricing them

out of access to transportation and energy. However, I don't think it is the most pressing

conspiracy. That would be mass immigration. The catastrophic effects of importing millions

of military age men from the third world will hit us before 'net zero' and other green

schemes will.
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Ann Glover Mar 27

You can have that one, OHSL. 

😂

 I can't keep them all in the air. Fortunately, down

here at the southern tip of Africa, unchecked immigration is not as pressing a matter.

Although, granted, we've dealt with economic immigration from places like Zimbabwe

and DRC for decades. Recently, our soon-to-be new colonialist masters, the Chinese,

have also been finding our sunny shores (and mineral deposits, no doubt) very

appealing. I speak with not a small bit of irony and humility, as am a product of prior

colonial oppressors myself - so there's that....
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OHSL Mar 27

SA? Damn. Based on what I read, you've got WAY bigger problems than covid

tyranny, climate change, or our immigration problems.

I'll know more soon. Decided to start listening to a bunch of back episodes of

Conscious Caracal's podcast.
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Ann Glover Mar 28

Yup! I mean, look, it could be much worse. We could be staring down a

globalist tyrannical takeover by shadowy predatory elites and a worldwide

inversion of democracy through the nefarious activities of an avaricious

military-industrial-pharmaceutical-censorship complex.

It could be so much worse. Oh, hang on... 

😆
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OHSL 20 hrs ago

While that is bad, I was thinking more about all the farmer murders,

gov't and infrastructure failure due to competency crisis, and the

possibility of a new leader being elected whose campaign rallies

featuring angry mobs chanting "Kill The Boer". I'd be a lot more worried

about that than the WEF.

That's the real problem with the regime overreaching anyway. They

aren't competent or powerful enough to fully enact any sort of

automated sci fi dystopia, but they could definitely crash the economy

and society badly enough to cause lots of chaos and violence.
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Danno Mar 25

I know a couple of people who are having erratic immune responses which defy diagnosis. Now

they're worried that maybe it was the mRNA therapy, and are resentful that they got coerced.
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Yukon Dave Mar 24

I demand they where masks around me because they must protect my grandma because you

never know
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Cathleen Manny Mar 26

Same as my experiences. If we can see it, why can’t they?! After being disgusted for almost four

years, I’ve given up on people.
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Ryan Gardner Mar 24

We can not let them write history.

That is the objective. It is the best form of accountability....long-term.

That's why they've redacted all this material.

One bite of the elephant of lies at a time.

That's the best were going to do. Just another joyless victory. Victory nonetheless.

LIKE (20) REPLY (2) SHARE

INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

several Substackers are planning to bundle their posts. I think Mark Oshinskie is about to

publish his. I hope you will do too Eugyppius. And there are several books already published, I

got half a dozen (might never read them one gets fed up with the truth too LOL)
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Owain Glyndŵr Owain’s Substack Mar 24

Light bulb moment.

Perhaps there's a financially independent (damn sure not me) that might step in, round up

a number of these Stack authors columns (including comments) and publish as a tome,

including audio.

I've got my list of Stack columns to suggest.
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 24

It would be cool to get an aggregate of a number of different perspectives of "The

time of Covid."
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INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

this needs to be posted on as many Substacks as possible ! Great Idea Owain !
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 24

They can redact the information, but they can't redact reality.

And those that are living it, know the truth...by what they keep hidden.

Go on twitter, and they speak about Long Covid early and often, and do not mention vaccination

status. Nor do you ever hear them say "I still or contracted Long Covid even after the vaccine."

They don't say these things because they fear the truth even as they know it.

There is no victory here.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24

I despair of humanity, Dr. K. If you were to slam a baseball bat across the back of their granite skulls

to pound some sense into them you'd only have a broken bat for your trouble.
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Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

The power of propaganda.

Tell a lie often enough and it becomes the perceived truth

Josef Goebbels
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INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

both Sharyl Attkisson and Mark Crispin Miller have excellent videos on propaganda, the

one from Attkisson is about 8 years old but still very up to date.
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Dr. K Mar 24

Even my Louisville Slugger? Oh my...I value that bat. Tough choices...
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24

Keep your Louisville Slugger in a place of sanctity. Treasure it. 

😘
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Indrek Sarapuu Mar 24

And if you need it, label to back...
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Ryan Gardner Mar 24

;=]
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Tardigrade Mar 24

Aluminum bats are good for something ;)
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Owain Glyndŵr Owain’s Substack Mar 24

Propping open a door...
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24

You'd only bend it... 

🙄
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James Dawson Mar 24

A dent maybe.
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 24

Brute force will not work. The propaganda has a built in shield to protect against it being

adulterated by the truth. In this case, any dissent is seen as "dangerous misinformation." If you

did a poll, I wonder what would be the percentage of those who believed the narrative who

block/hide/unfollow other people vs. those that do not. Notwithstanding abuse and harassment,

I imagine those that believe the narrative are far more likely to censor and block than those who

disagree with the narrative and also seem "shocklingly" to agree with freedom of speech.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 25

Despite brave words on Substack -- alas, I fear this forum is little more than an echo

chamber -- I'd hazard at least 95% of humanity remain trapped in Big Pharma's Matrix,

there's no reaching them. 

🙄
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 25

I just don't know. I have heard the 95% number a couple times now. If you go on

twitter, it seems less than that, but again, that is a small sampling of the population

and could be mired with bots on both sides. The only way to know for sure is to go out

into the world.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 25

That's why I live like hermit, avoiding human interaction as much as possible... 

🤔
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Mitch Barrie Mar 24

The redacted American releases have always disturbed me, but what disturbs me far more is this

simple question:

Is there no one in the American journalistic establishment -- not a single reporter -- with the least

curiosity about the redacted content and why it was suppressed? Anyone?
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Owain Glyndŵr Owain’s Substack Mar 24

There are. Tucker Carlson, Jeff Tucker, Sasha Stone quickly come to mind. I suspect they are

digging. I know, gov't is resisting.

But I think you meant reporters/reporting establishments that most of the public tunes into, the

'nightly news'. There the answer is no. Most are part and parcel of the global, noxious MSM.
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Ryan Gardner Mar 24

I know, right?! But then again they can't even ask the most basic of questions about the Ukraine

conflict....

Like what would Russia look like post-Putin?

Expecting journalists to report facts about people they run around with or who line their

pockets, is like expecting a 3 year old to snitch on the Cookie Monster for stealing them cookies.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 25 · edited Mar 25

There's a reason Mitch, some of us call it "The Lying Whore Media"... 

🤔

But one really should not cast such aspersion on prostitutes, these good women after all

provide an essential service under often degrading and occasionally very dangerous

circumstances. You can say no such thing about journalists, who have only to offer a slurry

comprised of toxic waste and raw sewage, with at best a 5% content of useful information --

but usually not even that... 

🙄💩
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SaHiB Mar 24

Can they not be prosecuted for contempt of court?
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Kathleen Taylor Mar 24

"State secrets" remain hidden "for our own 'protection.' "
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SaHiB Mar 24

With required oaths and perjury confessions, they've bamboozled the plebs into believing

we be they. You volunteer for the Army once. After that, you're a "volunteer" when your

sergeant says you are.
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Blair Darkness to Light Mar 24

Yep. They love us and want to protect us. That's why they want to censor us.
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Kathleen Taylor Mar 24

I would laugh if the situation were not so absurd and oppressive.
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Ryan Gardner Mar 24

Lolol. Omg
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Cathleen Manny Mar 26

I don’t think *anything* will ‘capture the attention of the masses’. No one I know, with the exception of

one sister and one brother, is willing to even acknowledge what has happened. They’re all in total

denial. The final straw for me was when my brother died of turbo cancer and not one family member

or friend even brought up the possibility of it being caused by the fact he was bamboozled into

getting two C19 injections. If I can see it, why can’t others? To Hell with them.
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Accipiter Mar 24

A family member recently told me that a middle aged friend-morbidly obese male-dropped dead

without any warning a few days ago.She agreed that the vaccine as well as his size, probably

contributed.

Furthermore, both she and her husband will never accept any more vaccines ,despite having been

obliged to have them by their former employers.

The wheels are coming off the great covid juggernaut.
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 24

I am middle-aged and morbidly obese. Never underestimate that alone as cause for sudden

death. Chris Farley, John Candy. and evidence. How many of us morbidly obese do you see in

their eighties? Did the friend drink? Smoke? Live a sedentary life?

I'm not saying that the vaccine did not play a role, or made things far worse, just understand the

context. And did you know whether or not this friend had been vaccinated?
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OUTRAGED HUMAN OUTRAGED’s Newsletter Mar 26

The biggest problem is that they injected microbubbles, which can explode with ultrasound. It's just

technology, but when they start pulsing with that ultrasound and people start bleeding, there's gonna

be another pandemic of fear and a new round of what's already been, only more brutal.
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Tardigrade Mar 24 · edited Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

'Covid risk: At multiple points, the RKI acknowledges that Covid was far less dangerous than they publicly

allowed.'

This is timely, because in the US the lawsuit of several doctors and others against the US government for

censorship includes Jay Battacharya, who was censored and demonized for a study he did with John

Ioannidis at Stanford which essentially showed the infection fatality rate (IFR) had been greatly

overstated.
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 24 · edited Mar 25

I've been digging into PCR testing again as of late, and watched a PBS interview with the inventor. I'm

even less sure now that the PCR test accurately assessed "Covid" at all. Is the PCR tested "genetic

material" even Covid specific since the virus was not isolated and purified? Have generic sequences

been run on all the microorganisms in our body to determine that the genetic sequence of Covid

does not exist in other organisms? And I am the one constantly being accused of having Dunning

Kruger.
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Tardigrade Mar 25

If you mean Kary Mullis, yes, he warned that PCR wasn't appropriate for diagnosing.

Unfortunately he died in 2019, so we'll never know what he would've said about how his

technology was put to use. I bet it would have been pithy.

His autobiography "Dancing Naked in the Mind Field" is a great read. Much better than his

Wikipedia entry, which glories in cataloging every eccentric behavior in order to discredit him. I

wish I knew who was responsible for this summary at the top of the page of DuckDuckGo

search results: "American biochemist, Nobel Prize winner, AIDS denialist, climate change

denialist." At least they mention the Nobel prize.
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Richard Seager Plebeian Resistance Mar 26

The billionaires who own duckduckgo.
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LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tardigrade Mar 27

Yeah, I'm open to an alternative. It's still better than Google, but like everything else

it's slipping into the morass.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Richard Seager Plebeian Resistance Mar 27

I think it slipped into the morass on raising. I never use it and when I crtiiqued it

on Twitter many years ago the main guy got on my tail and made what I

considered a few threats to me.

What else is there? Qwant is under French control but doesn’t work in Russia,

Startpage is supposedly Netherlands based. Yandex just seems to be Google

Russia Inc. And of course there’s Bing & Baidu also both untrustworthy.. Like you

I’m open to an alternative.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tardigrade Mar 27

In the meantime, I recently did a comparison search between DuckDuckGo

and Google and some political issue or other, or maybe Covid. The Google

results were obviously more highly censored.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Clark Mar 25

I think you meant to say, "I'm even less sure now that the PCR test accurately assessed 'Covid'

at all." The double negatives in your sentence grammatically means that you are less sure the

tests are inaccurate.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 25

You are correct. I have changed it.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Tardigrade Mar 25

The study in question did not use PCR which, as you point out, has a lot of problems.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 25

Which study was this?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Tardigrade Mar 25

"COVID-19 Antibody Seroprevalence in Santa Clara County, California"

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/medrxiv/early/2020/04/30/2020.04.14.20062463.f

ull.pdf. The study showed that the infection rate was actually many times greater than

officially acknowledged, which made the infection fatality rate much lower.

Here's one article about the controversy: "John Ioannidis and Medical Tribalism in the

Era of Covid-19" https://undark.org/2020/06/11/john-ioannidis-politicization/

And another, with a greater emphasis on suppression of the research: "Dr. Jay

Bhattacharya Reveals Stanford University’s Attempts To Derail COVID Studies"

https://www.jospi.org/article/88046-dr-jay-bhattacharya-reveals-stanford-

university-s-attempts-to-derail-covid-studies

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 25 · edited Mar 25

Oh yes, the seroprevalence data. Thing is, is that data even reliable? Because as

stated elsewhere...the virus was never actually isolated and purified.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tardigrade Mar 25

Which doesn't really matter in the current context, which is the censorship

issue.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Richard Seager Plebeian Resistance Mar 26

By an infinite amount.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Rikard Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Or in other words: we who said "Hang on, this seems weird" were right.

On all accounts, it seems.

Now, I want to know why we shouldn't point out that the Covid-measures and mRNA-injections will likely

cause (or have already caused) more deaths than the Holocaust.

It is high time business-leaders, CEOs et cetera are taken to task for their part in this affair, not just their

bought&sold politician stooges.

LIKE (32) REPLY (3) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… Mar 24

They managed, one way or another, to ensure everyone in authority anywhere was complicit. The

entire educated class who run things everywhere, down to PTAs and volunteers in every sort of youth

organization, willingly sacrificed their own and the neighbors' children to this idiocy.

And even skeptics about the whole stinking shebang can be found jumping in to defend their own

particular mom friends who "did the best they could."

This is how you make sure everyone has a stake in suppressing very early data showing that enough

was known--or peculiar or irrational or against all common sense--to give anyone good reason to

doubt.

If we don't make coalitions on this one issue with people we otherwise despise for every sort of

reason, there will not be a critical mass to call every person of authority to account.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Rikard Mar 24

People think the Nuremberg trials entailed hauling off the nazis to court and then hanging them.

In reality, the top dozen or so were executed. Of the scientists, engineers and researchers, most

were "recruited" by the US, USSR and Britain and were paid handsomely for their services, in

some cases even decorated with medals by presidents.

The bureaucrats, administrators and so on that kept the whole thing going replaced the pictures

of Der Führer or Speer or some other leader with ones of their new boss, and got back to work.

Including the military, the police and the secret police.

After all, keeping tabs on "enemies of the state" is what it is, methods-wise. The only difference

between the Okhhrana and the KGB or Gestapo and Stasi, et cetera, is who the bosses say are

the enemies of the state.

LIKE (11) REPLY (2) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… Mar 24

Imagine my surprise, first learning that a long time ago.

And there's always a new "threat" which makes all the unsavory things necessary to sell to

the public.

Whenever a new big-studio film comes out about any of the wars before, say, the Korean

one, I know they're softening the populace up for "war is awful but..."

And it's amazing, the sorts of people who fall for it. Some of 'em think they're too smart to

be propagandized.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

OHSL Mar 27 · edited Mar 27

What you are describing is standard issue for any regime change if you don't exterminate

or exile the former ruling class.

The real significance of Nuremberg was that it was a ritual initiating the permanent

proscription of any sort of political right wing in the world. Fascism was a technical

managerial state system, like communism and liberal democracy, but it was the only 20th

century modern form of gov't that contained any elements of nationalism, traditionalism,

and group ethnic identity. These elements were obstacles to developing global totalitarian

systems in which humans are completely atomized, deracinated cogs in

government/economic machines. They had to be squashed with extreme prejudice. Nazis

had to be turned into the devils of a new religion/mythology.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

like Sasha Latypova said in the interview with Dr Malik, we have to start cutting at the bottom. The

nurses, doctors, pharmacists, who knowingly injected people with the poison (or 'were just following

orders') and killing them in hospitals. The hospitals who got millions for diagnosing people and then

murdering them for money. Then the higher up. And finally the orchestrators and the bosses... I hope

to live to find out who were the people holding the strings but I am not holding my breath.

LIKE (12) REPLY (2) SHARE

Bill Resner Provoking Satan Mar 24

You would start at the bottom to get testimony from the bottom to implicate the top.

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Rikard Mar 24

Same principle as when felling a tree.

But the heavy work isn't cutting through the bole, it's cleaning off the branches and the bark

and cutting the tree into right-sized logs.

Alternatively, if the tree must be saved - some pruning is essential.

Metaphor and simile, the refuge from saying actionable things.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ryan Gardner Mar 24

Actually that's a perfect metaphor Rikard.

Thx. Bravo

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Rikard Mar 25

Well, I've always liked that saying about the tree of liberty needing watering.

It's only plagiarism if it's for money, otherwise it's called inspiration! ;)

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

baker charlie Mar 24

In the rush to make sure advancement in scholarship, law and culture no longer the provenance of

the supposed 'elite' (formerly known as people who showed up to class) they are trying to destroy

the legitimacy of the apparatus that certifies professionals.

I sense advantage for the intrepid. They are dissolving their own rules to accomodate their

distortions. . There's got to be some kind of advantage for attack there.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Rikard Mar 24

There is an attack ongoing already, but it is not from within or from our culture, trying to right the

ship.

The attack is coming from two prongs, independent of each other:

>Islamisation of society. One truth, one thought, one right, one way, surety and security in

thought - which to increasing numbers of westerners (especially younger people) is attractive

because islam appears better than the postmodernism, the relativism and nihilism they have

been exposed to all their lives. That they as dhimmi will always be slaves, at best second class

citizens, in an islamic state, is something they don't understand.

>China is waging culture war on the West via infiltration of companies oand political parties as

well as media and academia. Not just via extortion and blackmail (criticising China equals

problems for companies from the nation voicing the criticism) but by pumping out a narrative of

China being clean, well-ordered, and highly functional compared to a dirty, corrupt and chaotic

West.

Since we have no real nationalism, no real patriotism and no real will to fight (since police and

military are fully co-opted by globalist corporatists) on any scale that matters, odds are that the

majority of people in western nations will clamour for "chinese-ification" of our nations, into fully

integrated corporate states, with islamisation (which is real and a real danger) being used as a

bogeyman to get real support.

Pretty much the worst-case scenario laid out by Samuel P. Huntington in his critique of the neo-

liberal/neo-con ideas of the George W. Bush White House who adopted the "End of history"-

hypothesis as objective truth.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Ryan Gardner Mar 24

"They are dissolving their own rules to accomodate their distortions"

Exactly this

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

It's doubtful of course, considering human history and the continuing devotion to lies, but perhaps people

will start to understand that scientists are not inherently noble people. They are mostly just big boys who

when little boys were interested in poking at unfortunate living beings they could catch and torment, and

they are more than happy to be court apparatchiks because that's where the money is.

Only we can save us and the odds ain't so great because idiocy is everywhere. But we can and should

keep trying.

LIKE (26) REPLY (1) SHARE

SaHiB Mar 24

Meretriciousness is not science!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… Mar 24

Maybe science ain't science, neither.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

Well, "the science" is definitely not scientific.

"If the theory does not agree with the empirical evidence, then the theory must be

scrapped" Richard Feynman

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… Mar 24

My point precisely.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Covid-19 should not be compared with influenza, because normal influenza waves kill more people

This sentence got many people banned from social media! What a hoot. It is very obvious, if it were not

already, that govts knew this was all a smoke curtain. But who operated the smoke machine? The DoD?

LIKE (24) REPLY (2) SHARE

Sam Mar 24

Funny then how we still don’t need to protect grandma from the flu. How come no one is questioning

that?

🤡

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

because the flu jab is just as useless! this was obviously something way different than a health

emergency. I hope everyone will soon wake up to the uselessness of all jabs.
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Cathleen Manny Mar 26

I’ve been making comments like this about the flu for years now. Never get any response other

than silence and blank stares.
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Sam Mar 27

Yep and we never told kids that they killed grandma by giving her the flu. Gawd how many

kids are traumatized by thinking they gave her Covid?
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Barekicks Mar 25

What about the sentence in the document "but covid is worrying for other reasons"? What are they

alluding to here? The whole GoF thing?
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Stuffysays Stuffysays’s Substack Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

But why? Why did governments want to do all this? They clearly didn't believe it was a biblical plague -

they all carried on privately singing and dancing. So why did they all agree to do it all? My husband was of

the opinion that the world economy was heading for the daddy of all crashes and the covid plague gave

them an excuse. I don't know - is it crashing?
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eugyppius Mar 24 Author

Well, the release is only half-illuminating on this point. The public health managers of the RKI were

responding the entire time, it seems, to higher, external political pressure.
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Rintrah Radagast Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Nothing that happened back then makes any sense, except in light of the idea that all these

people had a haunting suspicion this virus escaped from a lab.

If you accept that all these people had this idea in their head, but none were supposed to say it

out loud and some like Merkel were apparently hoping the CCP would just admit what had

happened, suddenly all the puzzle pieces fall into place.
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Pål-Henrik Hagen Pål-Henrik Hagen Mar 24

Not all the puzzle pieces, but some, I would say. There was angst about the mutant lab

virus, but still there was available info on How it was behaving and what damage it actually

did, and this could and should have tempered anxiety.

I think another underestimated factor is how regular people in fact wanted and demanded

restrictions. There would have been an uproar with protests requiring action. And failure to

impose restrictions would have led to the authorities getting blamed for every case and

death. With their charade of Action - we’re doing something! - then all blame could be

placed on the non-compliant.
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Rintrah Radagast Mar 24

>I think another underestimated factor is how regular people in fact wanted and

demanded restrictions.

Correct. That's the other inconvenient truth. It's comforting to think there are "WEF

Satanic elites" who want to force vaccinate you and lock you up at home. It's a much

more painful realization, when you find out that it's your neighbors.
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Vxi7 Mar 24

A very few people demanded action. The majority could have been calmed very

easily. It was definitely pushed on the masses.
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Barekicks Mar 25

But why would the CCP take full blame when GoF was a collaboration between Western

scientists, middlemen funding entities like Eco health Alliance (working on behalf of

defence /military/intelligence interests), and Chinese virology labs?

Either they all go down, or they all cover for one another, and it's clear which route was

chosen.
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Vxi7 Mar 24

All puzzles fall in places when you exchange everything with killing off population.
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Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

China thought they were being attacked with a bioweapon.
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Andi West Blasted Reality Mar 25

Here is my hypothesis on their motivation to do this now...

https://open.substack.com/pub/blastedreality/p/why-oh-why-did-the-iatrogenocided?

utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

At least the top guys and the rest just think they are earning their place at the extended

happy hour club.
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Suzie Mar 24

And it seems in coordination with other nation’s governments, like the UK and the US.
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Ryan Gardner Mar 24

GIANT SUCKING SOUND OF WEALTH TRANSFER

LIKE (22) REPLY (2) SHARE

INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

you just can hear the whoosh...
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Ryan Gardner Mar 24

Yup...and I was a forced contributer
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James Dawson Mar 24

Who else was continually cold called/emailed about the greatest transfer of wealth in human

history before this entire hoax was perpetrated?

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ryan Gardner Mar 24

Gosh...I don't know if you're talking about someone in particular...but I felt like I did

everything I could.

I'm sure you did too James based on other comments of yours I've read.
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James Dawson Mar 24

I’m sorry Ryan, I feel like we may have crossed wires here. I was asking if anyone else

had been getting messages about “protecting their wealth”…

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ryan Gardner Mar 24

No I know. No reason to apologize at all.

Cheers James!
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Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

Western governments have been infiltrated by zionist agents to carry out their plan of world

domination. Turdoh, Macaroni and sergeant Sholtz, for example. President Joe Biden admits he is a

zionist.
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Rintrah Radagast Mar 24

How did Eugyppius end up with so many low IQ low status white males commenting on his

blog?

LIKE (6) REPLY (4) SHARE

Rikard Mar 24

How can you deduce someone's sex and pigmentation from their comments?
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FasterThanLight7 Mar 24

Why do you spread anti White bs like a media trained NPC?

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Kathleen Taylor Mar 24

Racist comment.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24 · edited Mar 24

Me Tarzan, you Cheeta :-)
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Klaus Hubbertz Mar 24

👍
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working rich Mar 24

A chance to exercise power and KONTROL.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

SaHiB Mar 24

They want to kill the plebs so they can take it all away.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Sam Mar 24 · edited Mar 24

It was, but now it’s been postponed. But it’s still coming… Lots of people were warning about it crash

hitting in late 2019.

Did you notice how many big businesses took out loans that they might not have had to pay back?

The loans that were meant for small businesses..
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Larry Mar 24

One popular theory in the US is that it allowed the left to ram through changes to election

procedures to minimize in-person voting, and maximize fraud-prone mail balloting, resulting in an

easily–stolen election. Belief in this theory varies, depending on how well you believe that the left can

plan anything that clever and that far in advance without suffering unintended consequences.
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Ryan Gardner Mar 24

They plan by being in lockstep and complete hegemony.

At least that's the case in America
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Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

All that was just a distraction. The Dominion voting machines were connected to the internet.
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M3AG Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

The worst thing is that nothing will come of this, and nothing will come of the still greater revelations likely

to follow either."

Eugypius, you are so right. I am saddened and disgusted by that; and can only pray that, in ways that are

unknown to us mere mortals, these people will have their karma.
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Tardigrade Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Regarding the completely redacted document, as well as the similar one in the US. Do these agencies that

release these redacted documents have any explanation of why it's so thoroughly redacted, rather than

just personal information? Surely they realize that such heavy redactions will only increase suspicion and

decrease trust—which leads to the inescapable conclusion that whatever's in there would be even worse

for them were it to become public.
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eugyppius Mar 24 Author

They're required to explain the legal ground for every redaction. This release was accompanied by a

1,000-page document explaining them all. Somebody with a vast amount of time could probably

arrive at some interesting conclusions comparing the redactions to their justifications.
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Rikard Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Can't the decision to redact material be demanded made available under FOIA in Germany, and

therefore the decision to redact material challenge?

Here in Sweden, we can do that (though good luck if it's a political issue, such as Nordstream or

the sinking of m/s Estonia).
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eugyppius Mar 24 Author

yes, but it is a separate legal fight. springer have already sued to have the unredacted files

released
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Usamnesia Mar 24

Apologies, off topic but germane to Nordstream...WTF is the deal with Sweden saying it

lacked jurisdiction in the case but had handed evidence it had uncovered over to German

investigators?
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Rikard Mar 24

This is how it roughly went, as far as I can make out since the entire thing is under

secrecy:

When NS was blown, a swedish prosecutor was selected by our politically appointed

head of the prosecutor's office (all heads of civil services are directly appointed by

the governement/parliament - it's whole process, too intricate to go into here). Said

prosecutor then proceeded to claim jurisdiction to be able to gather evidence at the

site and keep media away; an active crime scene is off limits to media, and when it's

suspected terrorism even more so.

The site was then cleaned, and the prosecutor in Sweden investigated and collated,

producing a classified report handed over to governement officials with clearence

(which doesn't include the PM).

Sweden was in a critical phase of joining NATO. Hungary and Turkey opposed this on

various grounds, and Sweden's governement had bet the house on us joining before

the next election. Therefore, we needed the US to lean on Hungary and Turkey a little,

which they did.

Part of this meant handing over all evidence and conclusions to Germany - not the US

directly as that would be far too obvious. The germans being firmly under US rule

could be relied upon not to leak anything definite, and could disappear or further

classify as secret any material received from Sweden.

I think that by now, any physical evidence has been destroyed or "lost". To the US it

doesn't matter as long as no definite evidence appears: lost or destroyed while we

speculate and accuse serves their propaganda/media just fine, since it creates

division and makes it possible to claim critics not "on message" are working for the

enemy, or are useful idiots.

Very telling here in Sweden is the total media silence. Normally, papers opposing the

incumbent governement would try to embarass them by publishing - at least -

pointed speculation and veiled accusations. But on this - total silence, except the free

press not aligned with any political parties (all our major papers are at least partly,

sometimes by legal proxies, owned by political parties or by people fully in bed with

some party or other).

The total silence tells me that there's something to be silent about.
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Usamnesia Mar 24

Thank you very much. As the expression says”you don’t have to committ the

perfect crime…just be in charge of the investigation that follows. It still astonished

me how the incident is such an overt act of hostility without retaliation. Perhaps

this most recent event in Moscow will provoke a response.
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Cathleen Manny Mar 26

FOIA has become a farce.
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ZuZu’s Petals Mar 24

I can only imagine that everyone shares the same opinion - what are they hiding? If everything was

above board then the only thing to redact would be personal info.
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Vxi7 Mar 24

I think it's beyond ridiculous that you have to file for an FOIA to get information in the first place.

These policies and actions by our 'betters' should be publicly available at any time. It's even more

ridiculous that anything is redacted.
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Tardigrade Mar 25

In most governments, "transparency" is a joke, despite receiving pious lip service.

Meanwhile, here in Utah: "Utah lawmakers passed new legislation to hide their official duties

from the public: Lawmakers passed numerous bills during the 2024 legislature session to make

elected officials’ information more private and to keep more of their public business a secret."

https://www.sltrib.com/news/politics/2024/03/06/utah-legislature-casts-shadow-over/
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Cathleen Manny Mar 26

Hubris. They don’t have to care about it.
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Tardigrade Mar 27

I think it's more CYA. Don't get me wrong, I ascribe vast amounts of hubris to these people also

:)
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Yuri Bezmenov How To Subvert Subversion with … Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

The revolution will be redacted. Netflix will not make a sequel of Ordinary Men. NPCs will continue to

follow the science and the government, yelling at those of us who question anything. Progress!
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Dave’s Not Here Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

What comes of this revelation is that we are fully vindicated in our early skepticism! Knowing we were

right all along confirms our confidence in our innate ability to make sound decisions. We knew and we

were right. Let others follow silly science but we won’t, we didn’t then and we won’t later. Yes, there were

consequences, but they were worth our refusal to take the jabs. Freedom is never free, yet worth the

price.
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Indrek Sarapuu Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Yeah, I know.

But so far, "conspiracy theorists", are arguably, batting 1.000.

Go figure...
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Prodigal Prodigal Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Never mind the Bundesverdienstkreuz, a new German order of merit should be created just for this team

at Multipolar.
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Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

The only voice of reason in German politics is Sahra Wagenknecht.
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Yep. The Worst Thing is we all know nothing will happen to those who committed the frauds and crimes.

We all know this because we all now know that every important "truth-seeking" organization in the world

is completely captured.

These people and organizations aren't going to suddenly become genuine truth-seekers and

"uncaptured" just because all their claims were proven to be spectacularly wrong.
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Charlotte Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

And they haven’t started with the protocols in the hospitals that left so many dead. I posted below John

Beaudoin Sr talking about this triangulation of data, power and deceit centering on the states of NY,NJ

and MA. The deaths skewed the perception of the danger of covid and left others in further panic. Covid

is a real virus but, as they admit in the German release, it was less deadly than the flu. People need to be

put in prison, or this will happen again. I’m disappointed in Germany, I always was under the belief that

they put financial crime as being more serious than violent crime (see Steffi Graff father case), and Covid

and all things covid touch on financial crime. So they should be handing out jail sentences. Many

instances of abject fraud.

https://twitter.com/adnanbelushi/status/1771465351416729908
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Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

Starting with Albert Bourla.
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Ashmedai Resisting the Intellectual Illi… Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Boy makes you wonder what's in the redacted sections if this is the unredacted part
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Ryan Gardner Mar 24

What's in there is what brings out the blow torches and pliers
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Prodigal Prodigal Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Yes exactly right, Eugyppius ... the worst of it all is we will not see the International Court of Justice hear

the case "The People of Planet Earth vs. the Cowardly Careerists of RKI". Zero skin in the game. Where is

Hammurabi of Babylon when you need him?
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patrick.net/memes Patrick.net Memes Mar 24

Don't give up.

Something will come of all these revelations if enough people demand justice.

The most important thing in all our lives now is working for accountability for the worst crime against

humanity ever.
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Ryan Gardner Mar 24

Damn straight. Keep banging the drum.
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Prodigal Prodigal Mar 24

Hope I'm wrong, but seems while we were sleeping, we've transitioned into a post-justice era.
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Bizarro Man Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

I learned about this kind of nonsense working at the Reagan White House in the middle ‘90s. Social

Security was on the skids, because payments were beginning to exceed income. The

Administration worked out a fix that raised SS withholding contributions. The only problem was that the

same problem would come back sometime in the 2020s. But, of course, everyone involved would be

safely retired or dead by then, so what’s the problem?

I was dumb enough to ask, “What do we tell the public about this?”

The answer was, “Tell them the problem with Social Security has been fixed for the foreseeable future.”

That’s how the people who rule us think: To hell with the public. The only question in their minds is, What

lie will serve our purposes best?
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Bizarro Man Mar 25

I mistakenly said “middle 90s” when I meant middle 80s. At my age, it all seems to run together.
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Deblob Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

I am eagerly waiting for disease x. I would like to know how far we've come. Are the sheep still going to

sheep at the Shepard of "the science"?
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Andrew Marsh Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Great words from Eugyppius: "In fact the scientists were mere tools"

Many medical doctors and 'healthcare professionals' were and still are complete tools.
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Usamnesia Mar 24

The medical mafia comes to mind.
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Suzie Mar 24

“Useful idiots”
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Prodigal Prodigal Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

But let's give Jens Spahn the benefit of the doubt. After all, did he not set up the best deal for

procurement of the masks, seeking out the best supplier from his personal circle? Do I recall that

correctly?
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INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

in Belgium the govt paid millions for an order of masks from a Luxemburg 'company' that turned out

to be a fake - no masks and money gone. And the masks they finally dispersed among the people

turned out to have a poisonous element (I think that notorious graphene) and when this was found

out, the govt said that the graphene was okay as long as you only wore it for an hour or so. Some said

you needed to change masks every hour and let them dry... advising people to put hooks in the wall

with all the drying masks on them. I am surprised I did not see a meme of it.
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Prodigal Prodigal Mar 24

My goodness. Here in Germany, I seem to recall the government went wild and set up all these

testing stations. They were everywhere. Cost was no object. And they were run by private

contractors who defrauded the government out of huge sums of taxpayers' euros. Just another

disgrace in the huge catalogue of things that sadly no longer shock us.
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INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

here in the Us some testings were not free! I read from a doctor who went by the testing

station at the hospital where he worked, and it cost him hundreds of dollars! Not sure if

they charged here, I don't even know where our testing station was LOL. The jabs went

from the parking lot of the sports park to a shop in the mall to a small empty business

downtown, then only open 2 half days a week. I have no idea where they jab now, but I

know a few people who religiously go for it.
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baker charlie Mar 24

In their prime, many of those early testing and shot pop ups were fronted by local

volunteers: Girl Scouts, College Groups, Granges, Fellowships, etc Like bake sales or

car washes. Nobody's likely to know or remember the anonymous, hastily recruited

techs were who didn't know not to poke a vein and they are going to look at their

neighbor who enticed them in.
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INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

I read they took a 2 hour course to become certified jabbers. I frowned at those

that held the jab like a dart.
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Prodigal Prodigal Mar 24

Sounds not so very legit from your description. I'd bet anything that alot of test

funding also went to fraud. And then even the tests didn't really work :) :), weren't

accurate. It's impossible to point to a single thing they did and not see malice,

stupidity, corruption ... we lived through a major historic event, that's for sure.
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INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

I am thinking of peeping in again in 100 years from now and see what they made

of it. If any humans are still alive, that is.
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Prodigal Prodigal Mar 24

🤣🤣
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James Dawson Mar 24

Usually a very private and sterile place like a Walmart pharmacy area or the like….
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INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

here in southern GA in the parking lot of a sports complex, in the mid 90s temps

and the jabs needed to be cool - and you had to wait 15 minutes in the blasting

sun on blacktop. In Belgium there was a limit of 4 people in a house, more could

not visit, but the jabs were given in the sports hall with about 100 or more seats 6

feet apart LOL. I just laughed when I saw it on the pic. Dad had no qualms at all,

and did not understand why I made a fuss about it. I knew then already, that the

jabs did something to the brain. My dad used to be a very down to earth person,

but since the jabs, he has changed into a sheep. Of course, in the meanwhile he

turned 90. I guess you get more gullible as you get older, and I also realize mom

was the steering wheel, and now has dementia.
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Rikard Mar 25

Next time a governement offical says something trivial, like checking IDs to find illegals,

holding and deporting them, is next to impossibly difficult, consider the speed and

efficiency they showed getting all the testing stations out, or how it was no problem at all

for police to enforce mandates.
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Prodigal Prodigal Mar 25

Exactly. Was all so obvious.
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KurtOverley Mar 24

As more evidence emerges of Government/ Pharma collusion and catastrophic malfeasance, it amazes

me that most still believe in and love Big Brother.
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SaHiB Mar 24

Stockholm syndrome can be a survival trait, so your captors don't see you as a dissident and kill you.
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Tardigrade Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

'restrictions for the unvaccinated and unrecovered were “not technically justifiable”'

Did you mean restrictions for the *recovered*? I can't make sense of this otherwise.
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eugyppius Mar 24 Author

the conversation was about whether the vaccinated and recently recovered should be exempted

from restrictions, which I thought was kind of a backwards way to discuss it. they were really talking

about whether the unvaccinated and those who could not show a recent Covid infection should be

subjected to greater restrictions.
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Tardigrade Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

I get your point there, it's just the use of the word 'unrecovered' that's confusing me. That would

be someone who's currently sick, or maybe dead ;)
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eugyppius Mar 24 Author

ah, now I understand. i change to 'as-yet-uninfected,' is that clearer?
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Tardigrade Mar 24 · edited Mar 25

Oh, OK. I was thinking you were referring to those who had been infected and then

recovered, and therefore had natural immunity. Here in the US, people with so-called

natural immunity were not given any slack at all, but I think that was not the case in
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other countries.

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

INGRID C DURDEN Mar 24

I know from family members in Belgium, (and here in the US) the recovered were

still urged to get the jab. An aunt who almost died, not given anything from her

doc until she could no longer breathe, still had to take 2 jabs, from which she was

very sick as well. The 2 elderly friends who got the virus early on, did not suffer at

all from the jab. They were treated with ivermectin and an antibiotic, before

ivermectin became a horse dewormer.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

SaHiB Mar 24

How you gonna prove it? The Narrative™ held the "vaccine" provided stronger,

long-lasting immunity (because you had spike protein exposure for months).

Only actual antibodies matter, you know! (sarcasm)

BTW, I prefer the term "recovered immunity". What's "natural" about getting

sick?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Tardigrade Mar 25 · edited Mar 25

I don't disagree about the terminology, although getting sick is, actually,

pretty natural.

I think in some other countries you could actually have a certificate showing

that you had been sick, tested positive recovered. In the US, the

unvaccinated-yet-recovered were not given any credit at all in terms of

access to public spaces. And yes, were also harassed about getting

vaccinated because of the ludicrous idea of "hybrid immunity". (Incidentally,

when they started sprouting what I knew to be bullshit about hybrid

immunity is when I started to finally get skeptical about the official

narrative.)

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

SaHiB Mar 25

The US like being sick. They call medical treatment (even if

nonefficacious) "health care" because they want to cause (e.g.,

childhood and routine vaccination) and continue injury and disease

states, and do their best to incite nuclear war. (Germany, too, for

Eugyppius' benefit.)

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Tardigrade Mar 25

Not just the US.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Indrek Sarapuu Mar 24

More than likely.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Paul Ashley Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

These revelations are damning and suggests that the redacted material (why redact a doc about public

health for pete's sake?) are even worse.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Making a mountain out of molehill folks. I can well imagine that after the dust settled, after they had saved

the human race from extinction. They tallied up all those long catered gourment lunches and dinners and

panicked ... went wild with the black felt markers. Yep. Bet that's what happened.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Heart Of Texas Mar 24

Unfortunately, leaders do not pay the price for their lies, misrepresentations, and hypocrisy.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

AndyinBC Mar 24

Sadly, it has ever been thus.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Mar 24 · edited Mar 24

Dear Eugyppius:

Possibly you've heard of Dr. Joe Sansone's Writ of Mandemus issued in the State of Florida compelling

Governor Ron DeSantis to prohibit the mRNA injections and seize inventories?

https://www.brighteon.com/c796493e-a899-49de-be8f-6c50f5e40dde

https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/pending-florida-supreme-court-case /

https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/stop-all-nanoparticle-cv19-vax-injections

Are you aware of this POS from Australia posted by Christine Massey?

https://christinemasseyfois.substack.com/p/virus-scammers-at-n-territory-dept?

publication_id=992044&post_id=142893391&isFreemail=true&r=o7w81&triedRedirect=true

My conclusions from these entirely separate stories?

1. That Writ of Mandemus will go no-where.

2. That story from Australia will be memory-holed if it hasn't already.

3. Ditto as a result of this material in Germany and finally:

4. They're still at it, nothing will stop them, short of lynch mobs and open revolt.

Meanwhile in Germany as in Canada and 18 other countries you're/we're still forced to believe in -- under

threat of imprisonment -- a certain 80-year-old bullshit story about a purported event that never actually

happened...

Kafka couldn't make this shit up.

Best,

Capt. Roy Harkness

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

InfoHog Chaotic Ponderings Mar 24 Liked by eugyppius

Not making those parts black would lead to a danger for "our democracy"

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Mitch Mitch’s Substack Mar 24

While I abhor the measures taken, they did wake a lot of people up. Nothing forces self-sufficiency like

being banned from society. I was prohibited from getting a haircut, so I learned to cut my own. I was

prohibited from going to the pub so I learned to brew my own beer. The media was attacking me so I

learned to do my own research and not to trust media without evidence.

Nice little silver lining.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

TeacherLori Mar 24

"The worst thing is that nothing will come of this, and nothing will come of the still greater revelations

likely to follow either."

Isn't that the truth?? I have a son and daughter-in-law who gave birth to our first grandchild just 3 weeks

ago, but we are not allowed to come anywhere near the baby because we are not vaxxed for Covid, flu,

RSV, and Dtap. He can't seem to grasp that those who are vaxxed are still susceptible to contracting and

spreading illness. and he can't follow the logic that if those who are vaxxed are safe, he doesn't need to

wear a mask in our presence. I can't figure it out, and I'm heartbroken that I won't have a relationship with

my new grandson.

LIKE (5) REPLY (3) SHARE

Oh Susanna The Walrus and the Carpenter Mar 24

What foolish humans. I am so sorry. First-time parents are usually kind of insane. I am sure in time

they will relax this stand, probably thereafter pretending they never made it. I hope for your sake

that's soon.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

TeacherLori Mar 25

Thank you. They are pretty dug in at this point, but we pray every day (multiple times a day!) for

them to know the truth and rescind their mandate. I hope it’s soon, too!!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Oh Susanna The Walrus and the Carpenter Mar 25

Good for you not giving in to them, too many people allow family pressure to push them

around. I happen to think it's kind of evil to use the threat of denying access to minor family

members to coerce other family members into doing things they don't want to do. I am

sure they think they're doing the right thing for their child. Most people who take this kind

of stance withdraw it at some point. They may regret it when they need babysitting ;-)

LIKE REPLY SHARE

working rich Mar 24

I gave up about DTAP because my daughter-in-law said we couldn't see the baby unless

DTAPed.Not a battle worth fighting in the family. The real question is who indoctrinated her?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Lerkison Mar 24

I'm so sorry this is happening to you. Consider lying to them that you have taken these vaccines?

LIKE REPLY (3) SHARE

TeacherLori Mar 24

He knows me better than that; he's requiring to see a vax card. =/

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lerkison Mar 24

That problem can be solved . . .

LIKE REPLY SHARE

working rich Mar 24

No. Not gonna lie.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

working rich Mar 24

Why lie? We may lie to help a friend, but not about things like this.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Xingyi Mar 24

Ok but this was not just blundering idiocy. There was a party to this madness that was enriched beyond

imagination in all involved countries. Whether or not the people involved realized they were party to this

fraud or not, I don't think matters. Our lives and our health were sacrificed using the violence of the state

to enrich a certain few. Quite purposefully and intentionally. There's no way around that.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

The Green Hornet Mar 24 · edited Mar 24

Not just Ze Germans.

Almost every fecking western gooberment in lockstep.

LIKED (5) REPLY SHARE

pyrrhus pyrrhus’s Newsletter Mar 24

One would have expected exactly what these documents are proving...The mediocrities in Government

will seize any chance to secure more power, and are indifferent to the costs...

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Cindi Mar 24

It is the same findings (& no punishment) everywhere. It was obvious in real time w/ all of the private

partying/mingling & lack of masks for politicians, “celebrities” & other betters except for the cameras. Not

to mention the utterly irrational & unhinged “measures” & mandates in the “war” to “covid zero” which was

impossible anyway

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

DerWaldgang DerWaldgänger's Substack Mar 24

Not so sure if this has no consequences. The hate and scorn for this regime just got a booster. If they are

able to get the blackened parts released, some people will be in deep ish in the coming years.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Another WorldView Is Possible Mar 24 · edited Mar 24

"Our politicians told us that all of this lunacy was necessary because we had to FoLlOw ThE ScIenCe. In

fact the scientists were mere tools of the prior political decision to force this entire pandemic theatre upon

us; they functioned merely to lend the pandemic policies about which they themselves nourished hidden

doubts a pseudoscientific aura."

So by March 2021 - they KNEW that there were no public health benefits - to the manifestly lethal

injections - which they were STILL forcing upon people, in violation of the Nuremberg Principles.

And masks didn't work, and they KNEW THIS, from before the mandates were implemented, as an

element of Psychological Warfare, clearly...

Something MUST come of all this. That, is where the people come in. We need a new Nuremberg Tribunal,

for the War Criminals in charge, Biological and otherwise. Queen Ursula, Baerbock, Scholz et al need

dates with a guillotine, or a rope.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

reality speaks Mar 24

So the United States Government lied to cover up Fauci’s involvement in creating Covid. Why would the

German government lie??? Are they that dependent upon the United States government? Where is the

national government that actually did what is best for its citizens.

LIKE (4) REPLY (4) SHARE

Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

Germany has been occupied by 50,000 US military since 1945.

Now do you get it ?

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

reality speaks Mar 24

Trump is right those troops need to come home. Give the Germans 4-5 years to get ready. Bring

our boys home.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Ryan Skinner Oberpfälzer Times Mar 24

The answer to the question of "is Germany really that dependant on the U.S.?" Is yes. Germany is a

field of the U.S. in a way that few European states are. Germany has made itself incapable of self rule.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

Merkel only became Chancellor because she agreed to shut down the nuclear power stations

as instructed by Georgi Schwartz, the Rothschild front man.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Tardigrade Mar 24

Africa?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

reality speaks Mar 24

Ivermectin is in widespread use in Africa.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

AndyinBC Mar 24

Related headline & news story: "Africa Records Lowest Global Covid Rate!"

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

James Dawson Mar 24

Sunday Sunday

LIKE REPLY SHARE

trisha The Fam Mar 24

You are certifiably insane.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Stephanie Zee Fehler Mar 24

As a Canadian, i am waiting for the Big Reveal: where was the great unified pressure coming from? What

was in the vaccines that unified all the nations of the world to completely trample human rights and

common sense?

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Jan Mar 24

What frustrates me the most is that these state agencies can afford to write >1000 pages of justifications

for redactions, probably without a second thought. That was at least a person-year of (well-qualified)

work. Paid by us - the people these redactors are working against. The kind of power we are giving states

by handing over so much of our hard-earned money is mind-blowing.

We will always lose battles like this as long as states can take as much money as they want from us -

through taxes or through inflationary borrowing.

A state with a limited budget would have to think twice about this. That is the most important thing we

should be working towards.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Ethny Mar 24

I have formed the conclusion that there was a reason our western governments banned news outlets on

social media when they did. I think they realized that the multifaceted story of how governments of

societies once considered to be democratic would become too big to contain. Even the bought and paid

media would have to report that our elected reps betrayed us, the people in the interest of the ruthless

globalist octopus to which our leaders belong.

Attached a paper which explains what, as a nurse, I knew I was seeing happen but didn't understand. Now

I do. Super understandable explanation of the health effects we are seeing...

https://dig-deeply.com/2024/03/15/foreign-dna-in-the-mrna-vaccine/?

utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Sam May Sam’s Substack Mar 24

Yes, we are in an interesting phase now. FOIAs and their equivalents around the world, which were

established land implemented in an Age of Enlightenment that predates our current Dark Age, are being

used to “sue for peace”, or discover truth or adjust for power imbalances. This crime scene has been quiet

for a sufficient amount of time, as the powers that be could obfuscate and cajol and keep things

somewhat under wraps. There must be some real heebie jeebies in the offices as they now are releasing

documents that must be released and they are redacting everything. This is clearly absurdist and can only

be done to cover up what is ultimately criminal intent, criminal behavior and capital crimes. Do we have an

intact justice system? Let’s go find out!

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Manuel Onate Mar 24

There is a silver lining: They are not completely incompetent after all ... Wait. That is not a silver lining at all.

They knew what they were doing.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Sathanas Juggernaut Mar 24 · edited Mar 24

Mask wearing, once an oddity to Westerners who watched masked far easterners with a mix of confusion

and perhaps sympathy, has now thoroughly entrenched into the minds of a small but determined % who

will never, ever let them go.

All for nothing, and by cowardly politicans for lack of even the slightest hint of bravery and conviction of

one's own decisions. It's an absolute tragedy.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

mrjmooney67 Mar 24

Yet more evidence that sane rational intelligent people were agreeing and reaching the same conclusions.

As such it illustrates that "they" did what they did because they were in a the position to exercise control

and manipulate the the masses.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Mitch Barrie Mar 24

"This is a major revelation – a rough German equivalent of the Fauci email releases from 2021 . . ."

And sadly it will have about as much effect on the ongoing narrative as the Fauci exposures did.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Tayelrand@Gmail.com Mar 24

Similar (redacted) releases have been forthcoming in my neighboring Netherlands and the overall reaction

has pretty much been the same.

Some Dutch main stream media outlets made something of a fuzz for a day or two and then everything

quieted down as if no government wrongdoing had ever taken place.

I guess people don't want to get reminded how they were gullible enough to get scammed like this.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

this little authoritarian this little authoritarian Mar 24

Redactions are a slap in the face If an entity claims the right to impose some restrictions on a person(s),

that individual or persons is/are owed a full disclosure of the reasons why before they can agree. Its called

'consent of the governed'.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Lisa Mar 24

Hopefully the only thing that will come of this is that the next time they try this the public won’t believe a

word they say and there will be more pushback 

🤞

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Ryan Gardner Mar 24

Well....if that doesn't happen there will be blood shed.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

SaHiB Mar 24

The stoners and other egregorialists will believe it the next time, and the next...

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

This is all part of the Zionist agenda for world domination.

LIKED (3) REPLY (4) SHARE

patrick.net/memes Patrick.net Memes Mar 24 · edited Mar 24

Do not lose focus on the many non-Jews who are directly responsible for the worst crime against

humanity ever, like Gates, Fauci, and Collins.

If you're just focused on Jews, most of the biggest criminals will get away.

Evil is nondenominational.

LIKED (11) REPLY (2) SHARE

Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

I am not against Jewish people in general, just the zionists, who can also be goyim traitors.

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

SaHiB Mar 24

Zionist is not Jewish! Jew means hand of the Eternal. Zion means prick. (And Semite means

famous.)

LIKED (1) REPLY SHARE

Rintrah Radagast Mar 24

Fellow alpha male, please be sure to join my movement to stop them: Low IQ low status white males

against Zionism.

We are also going to debunk the man-made climate change hoax, the cholesterol hoax and the

female orgasm hoax.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Rikard Mar 24

Have you considered that people making inane comments about zionism or jews do so on

Substacks opposed to the official narratives in order to discredit said Substacks?

It is a perennial favourite of leftist activists to do so. AFA/Antifa and EXPO here in Sweden used

to include it in their training-seminars on information warfare.

We even did it in the 1980s - join a group that opposes yours and try to get it to voice opinions

so counter to public sentiment the group self-sabotages.

The great proliferation of anti-jewish comments, seemingly made by "drive-by" accounts ever

since Oktober last year, speaks to there being a possibly somewhat co-ordinated effort behind

it.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Frank Wolstencroft Frank’s Substack Mar 24

Not all Jewish people are nut case zionists like Benjamin Netanyahu.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

kapock Mar 24

Next year in the Gambia!

LIKE REPLY SHARE
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Suzie Mar 24

Is that your Mommy I hear

Calling you?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Cynthia Jeanne Ford Mar 24

This is a substack devoted to analyzing complexity as should be obvious. How simple it would all be

if this sort of simplistic pablum actually described the world and that conflict in particular. Histories,

machinations, invisible manipulations, the forces at work are hardly numerable even if one could see

them and name them. But this is like cognitive Benjamin Button. Soon we will be single celled

organisms in the primordial soup if this devolution continues.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Danno Mar 25

Nothing will come of this? Well, there won't be public hangings (as many of us would like to see).

But I would argue that much has already come of this. I'm already beginning to see that, despite the media

blackout, censorship, and the continuing official disinformation campaign, little bits and pieces of the truth

are emerging. My friends and colleagues have quietly come around to something closer to my own point

of view, and as a consequence many have lost trust in government, media, public health agencies, and the

entire medical establishment.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

DPFlorida Mar 25

Duped populations in all Western nations are being exposed to these types of revelations, thankfully. So,

with respect to your final line, "The worst thing is that nothing will come of this, and nothing will come of

the still greater revelations likely to follow either," I humbly suggest waiting to see.

There may not be organized push back against the leaders of countries who no doubt did exactly as you

say - created policy based on the politics of their survival - but the people, ourselves, know something we

didn't before: that our leaders care more for their careers than the health and safety of their populations,

even children. You can't unsee or unknow that. Surely change will spring from this knowledge, in some

form.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Ivan Kaltman Mar 25

Those that naively believed their governments were Following The Science all along will be unable to

process this information. Sadly, that is the nature of systematic cognitive errors that plague humanity.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Andreas Stullkowski Mar 25

For 1. : I understand Multipolar still sues for getting the unredacted documents, to reveal the name of the

person who signaled the raising of the risk assessment. I hope we get that in the coming months.

You are right, it was probably Spahn.

It would be a bombshell if it is revealed as Merkel, but she was too smart to put herself forward to much.

Still, she is so narcissistic, maybe she wanted to get into the history books with that decision.

And who really decided it, we will never know. But if wasn't Spahn's decision, that is for sure.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Borrieboy Mar 25

As many here have commented, it seems the “better educated” completely fell for the scam and even if

presented with evidence that the Rona was about as fatal as a bad cold, they still demurred. That’s what a

university education does for you, I guess. Of course, changing your mind this far down the track of ever

emerging evidence that the whole Rona circus was just that, a circus, would mean admitting you were

wrong in believing govts. & MSM. For the “powers that be” it’s been a great success in ways that even

they couldn’t have predicted. A perfect template for future mass indoctrinations of choice. World War 3

anyone…?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

janoskar.hansen@gmail.com janoskar.hansen@gmail.com’s Sub… Mar 24

I got this dammed jab because I have a heart condition and was told if i got Covid I would be the first to go

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Usamnesia Mar 24

Thank you for another brilliant expose on team covid and the fearmeisters. The great French scholar of

propaganda and technology, Jacques Ellul, wrote years ago that propaganda “is not the touch of a magic

wand. It is based on slow constant impregnation. It creates convictions and compliance through

imperceptible influences that are effective only by continuous repetition.”

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Borrieboy Mar 25

Repeat a lie often enough and it becomes the truth.
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Thunder Road Mar 24

Great news that this has come out. It will of course not lead directly to perpetrators being led to the

gallows, but clarity is coming little by little. The tide comes in gradually you know, not by tsunami, and it is

coming in.
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Suzie Mar 24

My level of outrage at this grotesque, malign and diabolical conspiracy to literally destroy the lives and

livelihoods of ordinary citizens -around the entire world- for no other reason than to exert unbridled power

over them - is off the charts.

And That no one - not a single solitary soul of those who perpetrated this crime of the centuries upon

their peoples will suffer even the least of consequences for such tyrannical behavior, only makes it that

much worse.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

peter tomkinson Mar 24

BTW. There will be a reckoning and people will be called to answer for their actions.

First though we all need to show massive compassion and get society, our communities working to care

for a LOT of confused, disillusioned and ailing people who desperately need, or soon will, a LOT of help.

Later we can look to who caused all this misery and why - they are known.
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Borrieboy Mar 25

I wish I could believe that any Rona circus ringmasters will be brought to account but evidence (see

Dr Walensky’s appearance before a congressional committee a week or two back) thus far suggests

they won’t be. Neil Ferguson is still in post, still churning out nonsense computer based models, the

UK’s Chief Scientific & Medical officers have moved on to pharma related jobs etc etc. It’ll be “rinse &

repeat”, sadly.
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peter tomkinson Mar 25

The front of house players are mostly visible and disposable. Parliamentarians especially and

heads of corporations and government agencies - they are the enablers, the foot soldiers. Even

Generals in the military were not the ones who created any war and not the one who truly

profited most from it and I am not talking about simply money here. Money it the oil that makes

the wheels turn so the machine move along. The true evils are out of sight and most of us could

not put a name to one of them - but believe it, they are known, and their out of sight status and

security depends on keeping the system going as it is. Without it they have nowhere to go and

nowhere to hide - no plan B. D

Ta DAaa!! all in plain view. Maybe we will not have to do a thing to them, their loss will be their

destruction.
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peter tomkinson Mar 24

The scam was all plotted out and set in motion in a little over 25 days from first report of one 'strange'

non-typical case of flu/pneumonia in Wuhan (from millions of flu and Pneumonia cases?) all the way to

UN-WHO declaration of emergency and test kits approved and shipping to full SARS-Cov-2 named and

genes decoded and research published. 25 or so days?? What a laugh. This is by February 2020 and it

was supposedly a new never before known illness.?

How dumb do people need to be to not see this as a scam to manipulate? Fauci had a record of not telling

the truth with AIDS and HIV which is STILL not isolated and proven to cause the illness . So what does?

Could it be the lifestyle and Oh NO not the drugs meant to 'manage' at great expense and not to cure,

thats just getting lucky if 'somehow' a victim lives on.

The same stupid unworkable actions taken all over the globe with a 'cure' so 99% effective people had to

be forced to accept it without proper trial data or any worth a spit? Not to plan? Yeah sure.
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Jillian Stirling Mar 24

Non of the Covid nonsense made sense. Now we see why.
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Thumbnail Green Oxymoron’s Substack Mar 24

Worse still the general public being complicit, embarrassed and internally regretful will ignore the

revelations as well.

The only fighters that continue to raise hell are the vaxgene injured and aware.
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Stefan Ebers Mar 24

If someone has the patience, knows the key players and speaks German you could fill in a lot of the

redacted names in this document much like how the Rosetta Stone was used to decipher Egyptian

Hieroglyphics... particularly where a name has been redacted in isolation from surrounding text.

Some instances where a specific individual is referenced would seem to be quite obvious to someone

who knows the key players. For example @eugyppius writes "as soon as some redacted person (in all

likelihood, the Health Minister Jens Spahn) should give the signal." Of course these can further be

guessed at by their general lengths. From this you can obtain the length of he redacted name.

Given the uniform nature of these redactions, I suspect these redactions are probably "digital" in nature

(rather than an "analog") and the cursor is snapping to the edge of the character, however I can't be

certain. If they are digital they will be the exact length, if they are analog then they will still be pretty similar.

Then you decipher the rest of the document assuming that the redacted name is always the same length.

Of course this will only work for names that have been redacted in isolation. Clear margins are essential.

For example on the documents dated 14.01.2020 and 20.01.2020 the redactions under "INIG" are the

exact same lengths just in reverse order. I presume these are names, however I only speak a little bit of

German and don't recognize the acronyms. Under "Presse", the redaction on the 20.01.2020 document is

the same length of one of the Presse redactions on the 14.01.2020. On the 14.01.2020 document there is

an additional redaction which was not present on the latter. This might be the same Presse in the second

position on the 24.01.2020 document.

Of course if someone knows how to prompt and AI well, this could be a much simpler task.
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Jessica Hockett Wood House 76 Mar 24

At this point, saying “pandemic managers” validates Their claims about a pandemic having occurred or

presented instead as an observed phenomenon necessitating a response.
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LMS Mar 24

"On 19 March 2021, they emphasise that “Covid-19 should not be compared with influenza, because

normal influenza waves kill more people, although Covid-19 is worrying for other reasons.” "

The entire debacle in a nut shell right here.
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Rosemary B Rosemary’s Substack Mar 24

All of this was to get rid of President Trump. There was no other reason.

All of the big shits here in the US: Besos, the facebook freak, the twitter freak other crappy

ppl contributed to this entire scheme, probably with Nanny Pelosi and Hillary Clinton and all of their hag

friends. This is all. No other reason.
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Blair Darkness to Light Mar 24

Crimes against humanity.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

NoraDG Mar 24

I would be interested to know if at some point anything was said about following the “zero covid” stance.
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working rich Mar 24

The only state that has attempted an autopsy of the COVID response was Florida. But the results have

been ignored.

Look at the ultimate nudnik Senator Bernie who wore a mask at the SOTU speech/ attack! Why?

Because they intend to do it all over again the next time they can- all in the name of safety. Didn't Hitler

invade Danzig for th safety of the “ people?”

They do not want the truth to come out because the playbook remains.
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Latz51 Mar 24

People lost their livelihoods! Soldiers were discharged! Families were fragmented! People died alone in

nursing homes and not buried or memorialized for weeks, months or never! School age children were

most harmed!

All global elitist launched…
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SaHiB Mar 24

Whether Covid-19 worry more than influenza depends on whether you have asthma. Coronavirus is

bronchitis virus!
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usNthem Mar 24

This is infuriating in the extreme. Not only does it show the gullible incompetence of the politicians,

bureaucrats, doctors and scientists who foisted this crap on us, but further proves what some of us either

knew or strongly suspected about this farce. And nothing material will come of it other than a bit of lost

face for the perps. No arrests, no trials, no prison - no nothing…
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skintnick Mar 27

"This accords with much other evidence suggesting that Covid measures were a prior political decision

that required exaggerating the danger. " the legendary policy-based evidence.
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Peter Yim The rise of scientific totalita… Mar 27

Interesting revelations. One thing that strikes me is that there comes a moment in public discourse when a

critical mass is reached whereby "consensus" becomes irrefutable - peer pressure becomes amplified

beyond normal capacity to resist - the mere suggestion of a pandemic becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy.

I don't subscribe to the "honest mistake" theory of COVID - the patently obvious corruption of every

structure of our society is the root cause - led by the demonic military/intelligence establishment - but the

globalization/universalization of consensus is the oil in the machine.
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GerdaVS Mar 25

I read the minutes until end of Feb. It shows that the plan of Event 300 (Sept '19) caused the desired

panic worldwide. Often there are remarks that the seriousness of the disease is overstated. I can

personally vouch for this, having caught the virus on 20.2.20. Afterwards nobody believed me that I have

had it including my GP.
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sonya Mar 25

Omg omg omg, so the whole point was to bring authoritarianism into our lives! I’m really depressed today,

but I guess that’s the goal. Nevertheless a bunch of us are once again making up numerous convoys

across the country to our closest provincial borders to protest the 23% carbon tax increase set for April 1

on EVERYTHING! Worried for many of us, gotta hold on til next election, plant a garden and do lots of

canning this summer cause food prices are going to go through the roof! Our hardships will make us

stronger and more resilient, hold the line!
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Tardigrade Mar 25

Geez, what next...

'An influential California state legislator is proposing that social media companies restrict large-scale

anonymous online free speech by requiring social media accounts with more than 25,000 followers

provide personal identifying information...Companies that do not comply could be sued by California

government attorneys at the state, district, or even city level for “injunctive or other equitable relief against

a large online platform to compel compliance with the bill.”'

It would serve California right if, rather than knuckling under this coercion, companies including SubStack

would just exclude Californians from access to their content. The resulting pushback would get people's

attention.
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David Chaos Ordered Mar 25

The reason why nothing will happen is because the amount cognitive dissonance necessary to see the

truth reveals that we are living in a time of horrors where everything is upside down. “Sacrifice the young

to save the old.” “Kill the healthy to save the sick.” “Freedom is dangerous.” “Free speech is racist.” If you

make the truth so unpalatable people will just refuse to believe it out of fear of ostracization. We

connected belief in the COVID narrative with saving people’s lives, and anyone who dissented as a

dangerous spreader of viral particles and “misinformation.” I genuinely think the average citizen is too low

IQ to process reality, the level of abstraction required to see the machinations of our incredibly complex

civilization is out of reach for the average person (and for me too). It is made this way on purpose, the

complexity, the vagueness, the always changing nature of LLCs, quarterly profits, derivatives.

We created a virus that would not ever have been capable of evolving in the wild to “study” what potential

problems could theoretically happen in the wild by manipulating it in a laboratory. In a BSL 2 part of the

lab. We know it came from the lab and no one seems to think that is important. And Eco Health Alliance is

still hiring, not scientists, but “Development Assistants” whose primary job responsibilities are to “manage

funding relationships”~ bribe the NIH and NIAID. Peter Dazak and Ralph Baric need to be in prison. Their

meta theory about novel zoonotic diseases being capable of an r0 above 5 and IFR of above 20% is not

possible, and it doesn’t make sense from an evolutionary perspective. We have had terrible infectious

zoonotic diseases and we have had terribly lethal zoonotic diseases, but we do not have a terribly lethal

and terribly infectious disease developing from zoonosis. Why? Because lethality in a virus is necessarily

short lived in a selective environment. Killing a host prevents future transmission. SARS 1 and MERS both

had IFRs in the 10-20% ranges which is terrifying but they fizzled out. Why? Because of lockdowns? No,

because the IFRs indicated that the virus was maladapted to human to human contact. We also saw the

inverse with COVID. As COVID wasn’t driven to extinction it’s IFR dropped significantly, and accordingly its

r0 increased more than 3 fold (from around 3 to above 10). It is strange. I think virology as a science is

sick, because I have only seen one virologist speak truthfully, Geert Vanden Bosshe, who actually is an

veterinary vaccinologist (funny he didn’t come from the medical community). The corruption is disgusting,

and ongoing.

then we were lied to about is lethality, and the effectiveness of early treatment, and the effectiveness of

vaccines. Lies, lies lies. And millions if not billions having their lives and livelihoods turned upside down.

And then the rich people got to be transported further along the tech utopian timeline and become

melded more with their homes and their machines, because that is all we have left. We have no town

square, no community discourse, we are all atomized consumers stuck in our little castles behind our

screens and it doesn’t look like we will ever tear off this tyranny.
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Joshua Joshua in North Carolina Mar 25

You can fool all of the people some of the time. You can fool some of the people all of the time. But, you

can't fool all of the people all of the time. I doubt anyone will truly be held accountable, either. Several

people in the US are calling for some type of Truth Commission where the guilty parties are freed from

responsibility in order to shed light on what really happened. I'm not interested in that. And even if we did

manage to arrest and try a couple hundred people, there would still be thousands of complicit scientists

and doctors who went along for a paycheck. I take comfort in knowing that we will all have to give an

account before the Lord and answer for our deeds.
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D B Smith Mar 25

I'm still convinced that covid was deliberately released in an attempt to throw the world into chaos and

make it difficult for Donald Trump to win re-election. That's just me though.
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D B Smith Mar 25

test
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Laura Mar 25

yep
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INGRID C DURDEN Mar 25

that is if we still have internet, and electricity! if the govt blocks the internet, no contact possible at all. And

snail mail is going in the ditch as well, I had just assembled a few fysical addresses from pen friends. Our

local sorting facility closed about 15 years ago, our mail was driven 60 miles up, then 60 miles down, to be

stamped. Now this facility closed as well. Last month all of our mail was 3 weeks late, including bills.

Luckily my friend banker could solve the problem, 52 dollars in fees saved. Then the post offices are

surprised they lose clientele... they advised everyone to use Fedex or UPS, which costs a whole lot more.

And last year post stamps went up in price 3 times.

That said, I will check out the link, thank you so much !
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John Haupt Mar 25

More, and more and more, yet nothing, no thing, not anything is done.
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NuclearBadger Mar 25

To have some sympathy with governments.

As i have always said "Politics is not about reality, its about the PERCEPTION of reality"

The common sense approach would have been to have had a risk assessment on likely death rates and

setting a "cost of life" that you are prepared to pay to save a life.

However, look at this by a politician and say that you are only prepared to spend so much to save a life and

your mother or grandmother etc dies, that's not going to fly with those that lose relatives.

You end up with "herd thinking" based more on panic than rationality and its a very brave politician that

tells a huge herd its wrong, even when its self evident it is.

So politicians were in a "no win" situation.

Equally, when people see death rates going to 1300 people per day and going exponential that has a

powerful psychological effect on people and trying to talk to people about "rational choices" and "do this

now will have severe effects later" just don't work.

Equally government here didn't help itself, it commission the Nial Ferguson study to see what the scale of

covid was and what they could expect in a "do nothing" scenario.

However what Ferguson did was exactly that, but assumed that everyone would carry on as if covid

wasn't there, which was plainly silly because everyone knew it was there and were taking their own

lockdown measures themselves.

Ultimately he neglected to factor in the herd "fear factor" as people see death rates rising they take more

and more precautions thus limiting the rise and ultimately controlling it.

The reported "500,000 deaths" from a model that to be fair to Ferguson must have used a number of

estimated critical parameters not easy to measure was always likely to turn out to be wrong on the basis

of three critical factors.Expand full comment
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Crixcyon Mar 25

Didn't get the memo? The entire fake pandemic has been redacted.
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NuclearBadger Mar 25 · edited Mar 25

Here in the UK the "covid enquiry" is gobbling millions of pounds,(currently over 135M) and won't report

until 2026 at the earliest, and seems to be spending its time time to attack Boris Johnson and other Tory

Brexiteers for What'sapp messages rather than realising that none of the people they are currently (and

falsely) trashing won't be making the decisions next time round and therefore is entirely pointless.

The mainstream media is your biggest enemy.

In the UK at the start of covid I wrote a small blog, as a mathematical Physicist I did a study of covid and

its effects on old people's care homes.

Now anyone who has had a relative in a care home will know the following.

1. Old people rarely leave the care home

2. The staff to resident ratio day time is about 1 staff to 2 residents and 1 to 3 or 4 night time

So i did a study based on my late mother's care home of 40 residents and about 20 staff day time and 12

at night and employed 40 people.

With covid, if it gets in it will go like wildfire, a care home is the perfect environment for covid, densely

populated, sealed windows (they don't like drafts on them) and loads of people going in and out.

I worked out the number of staff entries and exits per shift at about 40 people on 5 shifts a week =200

entries, and visitors of about the same number probably more, so about 400 entries and exits a week.

On lock downs they stopped relatives visiting, cutting entry to about 200 per week, via the staff.

The "scandal" was that the government got as many old people out of hospital into care homes in the

early weeks of March (we locked down on 23rd March) and that was blamed for infecting care homes with

covid.

At the time, covid infection rates were very low, and waiting would have meant they were far more likely to
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At the time, covid infection rates were very low, and waiting would have meant they were far more likely to

catch covid in hospital as people came in to be treated and nurses/doctors caught it and passed it on to
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Green Fields Mar 25

"The worst thing is that nothing will come of this, and nothing will come of the still greater revelations

likely to follow either. "

So true. However, we know, and if we don't give up and keep showing others there may just be the

slimmest of chances that they don't manage to pull anything like this off again. Yeah yeah, I know. They

did it before, they will do it again when the next round of youngsters who have no direct experience are

making the decisions and following the orders.

Thanks eugyppious.
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Jimmy Gleeson Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Mar 24

I would say in the name of equity, should not the whole institution then be held responsible for the horrible

policies?
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Bill Mar 24

We can make some fun multiple choice quizzes out of this. Who said. ____ on this date? Most pro-

vaxxers will score zeroes.
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DrStack Mar 24

I am calling for a separation of science and state
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philipat Mar 24

The big question still remains WHY was there a political predetermined outcome and WHO decided so?

The fact that ALL major Governments reacted in the same way at the same time demonstrates a high

degree of global coordination and I personally don't believe such coordination would have been possible

without invoking "national security" under the auspices of a globally coordinated Military operation. Such

operations are highly compartmentalized and it's like that only very few people in each country were fully

informed of the scope and purpose of the operation, thus as always minimizing the possibility of any

leaks.
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CMCM Mar 25

I was suspicious about what I was reading and seeing in March 2020. My most recurring thought for

the next year was "This doesn't make sense". One of the biggest red flags was exactly that lockstep

global coordination we were seeing....that just never happens so I was doubly suspicious when I saw

that happening.
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Demianovich Demianovich’s Substack Mar 24

Major revelation but hardly any mention in the German mainstream unfortunately. Will be a day to rejoice

when Drosten et al receive a just karmic retribution.
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Johnny Dollar The Goolag Mar 24

Not only will nothing come of it, they will double down and repeat thei insanity because that's what stupid

insane people do. They have to be removed. Simple as that.
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TRM Dead Pool Mar 24

Transparency? We don't need no stinking transparency!!!

Down under is no different. Here is their redacted release about DNA contamination:

https://i.postimg.cc/9FF569px/Open-And-Transparent-Aussie.png

And the CDC just did the same thing. Every single page redacted 100%:

https://i.postimg.cc/0ysm58zH/Open-And-Transparent-CDC.png

and who can forget the classic 99% redacted doc that got accidentally released:

https://i.postimg.cc/FRW1jvsm/Open-And-Transparent-CDC-Busted.png
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FoolsGold Mar 24

The roman Catholic Church tried to convert me over 18 years and didn't succeed. The Covidians have

been trying to convert me for 4 years. Can somebody tell them they don't have a hope in hell of

succeeding.
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M Bell M’s Newsletter Mar 24

Nothing will come of this as you say. The media won’t cover it and the masses have moved on to BLM,

Ukraine, Gaza, next flavour… not that this is anything new.
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mothman777 mothman777’s Newsletter Mar 24

Anyone who is intended to be vulnerable to COVID is always vulnerable by being infected right through

their eyeballs anyway, the agent responsible hangs in the air for 4.5 hours, so no masks could ever have

any protective effect.

I was in an isolated COVID ward in a further isolated individual room with constant high flow negative air

pressure within that room with a sign on the outer door saying 'top security' and still I occasionally saw

consultant doctors coming in with just standard blue 'pound shop' masks on some days and several times

had to remind them to put a proper one before speaking with me, which they then did.

Or maybe these consultant doctors really knew that they never really needed any mask at all in the first

place and that to wear some mask was merely just part of the act intended as necessary to maintain the

deception.

One senior male nurse who was consistently only ever very kind and helpful to me, an Italian chap, only

ever wore a mask over his mouth, with his nose completely exposed at all times, he explained to me that

no mask would fit on him because he had such a prominent nose, yet he never got the illness that I had,

there is a reason for that.

I think there is even a deception intended even in such information that the German Covid Crisis Team has

'revealed', albeit in a redacted form, and the very fact that it has been redacted means that it is certain

that a deception is intended, and I reckon that even if all such material were to be 'revealed' in an

unredacted form, that even such carefully constructed material in its complete form would still only be

intended as a deception, the entirely sinister people behind this mean to tie the minds of their intended

victims minds up in knots.

No matter what I and others say who really had COVID very badly and ended up in ICU with it, the 'view'

still persists that COVID at the worst possible was either just the flu rebranded or no worse than the flu or

even milder than it and that it even resulted in fewer fatalities than flu would normally produce.
Expand full comment
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Ultrafilter Mar 24

„ The worst thing is that nothing will come of this, …“

I am not so sure of that. At least we now have absolute clarity about the fact that behind the scenes, they

never even once believed the lies they told to the public: that makes a big difference. It means that the

hypothesis of incompetence is ruled out, once and for all.

But this then implies that in order to obtain a political goal the health of the population was endangered in

full knowledge.
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robert agajeenian Mar 24

And there's a reason that these docs are coming to light now (also in the US and, probably elsewhere),

now that the precedents for behavior have been set, and the labelling of dissidents as "conspiracy

theorists" and insane (a la Soviet Union), and no punishment meted out. Sure, now they can allow certain

selected bits to float out there - for the hoi polloi to be amazed over. But next time? What do you think will

happen?
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Amr Marzouk Mar 24

Gobbles was German. Right? Amr Australia.
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jotolo Mar 24

When do the Nuremberg trials begin?
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Thomas Lewis Useless Liberal Mar 24

Plenty has come from it.

It is all incriminating.

Especially what was NOT done for people.

- That’s what infuriates the people that want everything to have been done FOR them - the most.

Even your average- below average moron is becoming incensed by what was NOT done for Them.
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Prodigal Prodigal Mar 24

Just look though how our justice systems have enabled us to cast off the shackles of oppression. How

quickly we forget that there were no Freedom of Information laws until the 1960s! I loathe my own

cynicism :)
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